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LEGAL ASPECTS OF TRANSBORDER DATA FLOWS 

The Hon Justice Michael Kirby CMG*. 
Australia 

ABSTRACT 

The rapid increase in transborder data flows (TBDF) has 
created a number of legal problems of high complexity. Of 
its nature, law tends to be related to a particular 
territorial jurisdiction. TBDF is a global phenomenon. It 
mocks legal jurisdiction, defies its effectiveness and 
challenges its capacity to keep pace with the range and 
complexity of the problems presenting. Sometimes 
international cooperation leads to the "soft law" of 
Guidelines, such as the influential OECD guidelines on 
privacy and TBDF. Usually, however, little is done. 
National laws are developed which are typically ineffective 
to deal with multinational issues. Worse still they may be 
inefficient. The need for harmonization and international 
approaches is stressed. The urgent need for institutional 
solutions is emphasized. This is illustrated by reference to 
instances of TBDF crime. 

* President, Court of Appeal, Supreme Court of New 
South Wales, Australia; Chairman, OECD Expert 
Group on Transborder Data Barriers and the 
Protection of Privacy (1978-80); Governor, 
International Council for Computer 
Communications (1984-); Commissioner, 
International Commission of Jurists (1984-). 
Personal views. 
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institutions. It replaced and expanded provisions in the

Canadian Human Rights Act. The Privacy Act embodies the

eight GECD principles. Those principles have also been

adopted in Canada by private sector organisations.

The motivation for the preparation of the GECD

guidelines was complex. Preparing quasi legal norms has not

been a feature of the operations of the GECD. But with the

rapid development of national and subnational laws for the

protection of privacy, operating on the technological

phenomenon of informatics (and specifically TBDF) it became

apparent by the mid-1970s that a lack of consistency of

approach would have adverse economic and social

consequences. Striving to comply with different national

laws in respect of data flows passing through (or accessible

in) multiple jurisdictions might be impossible.

Alternatively, it could lead to inefficiencies and

inhibitions on the desirable flow of data or bureaucratic

machinery designed to reconcile the incompatible legal

obligations of data carriers and users. In this way it was

thought that, if a general legal regime confirming basic

guidelines, could be laid down, and followed in national and

subnational laws and policies, the inefficiencies of at least

gross inconsistency of regulation could be avoided. At the

same time the basic right to privacy could be upheld in

multiple jurisdictions, notWithstanding the international

nature of the technology from which the danger to privacy

could sometimes arise.
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It is in this way that a practising judge, at home in

daily problems of the' courts became involved in the

technology of informatics (the marriage of computers and

telecommunications) and the intricacies of legal regulation

of TBDF. An insight into the difficulties, and the urgent

necessity of, protecting the value of the privacy in TBDF,

takes the rational mind to a consideration of other legal

and social problems that present from this phenomenon. It

raises the fundamental question of what organisation will

take initiatives similar to that which the OECD took in

'establishing guidelines for the protection of privacy. At a

time when it is commonplace to boast of the triumph of the

rule of law, it is a hollow boast if the law proves itself

'incompetent to tackle the myriad of problems presenting from

"a source which is at once highly technological in nature and

global in impact.

TRANSBORDER DATA FLOWS

TBDF may be broadly defined as the transfer of

computerised data across national borders. (Vrije Univ,

1989, 3). The data transferred by TBDF may be scientific,

economic, technical or personal. The media may be ordinary

text on microfilm, punched cards or computer listings

transmitted by ordinary mail. It may be in "machine readable

form", such as the diskette upon which the hard copy of this

was sent by mail to Canada. But it will generally be

computerised data. This represents by far the greatest

source of TBDF. Such data may be transmitted from a terminal
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Increasingly large quantities of data flow across 

borders in the course of trade and industry. A recognition 

. of this fact, and its obvious implications for the protection 

privacy and the effectiveness of local laws to that end, 

led to early legislation designed, by licensing, to control 

the transfer of personal data on local citizens for automatic 

abroad. This was the effect of the Swedish Data 

of 1973. The idea was soon seized upon as a means, less 
• 

for the protection of the human rights of local citizens. than 

for protection of local industry. Hence the policy developed 

by the Brazilian government on TBDF. It was the fear that 

local regulation, ostensibly for privacy protection, would, 

in truth, be enacted for purposes of economic protectionism, 

that led to the initiative of the DECD establishing the 

expert group which developed its Privacy Guidelines. The 

spectre was presented that the economically beneficial flow 

of data across national boundaries might be impeded 

unnecessarily and regulated inefficiently producing a 

cacophony of laws which did little to advance human rights 

but much to interfere in the free flow of information and 

ideas. 

In the development of the DECO Guidelines there was 

something of a tension between the viewpoints of the 

countries of Europe (with which Canada was more closely 

associated) and that of the United States of America. The 

continental countries of Europe had, within living memory, 

seen the misuse of files of personal data kept in hard copy 
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other than those specified is authorized only

with consent of the data subject or by authority

of law;

The security safeguard principle: procedures to

guard against loss, corruption, destruction or

misuse of data should be established;

The openness principle: it should be possible

to acquire information about the collection,

storage and use of personal data systems;

The individual participation principle: the

data subject normally has a right of access and

to challenge data relating to him or her; and

The accountability principle: a data controller

should be designated and accountable for

complying with the measures to give effect to

the principles.

the DECD Guidelines also contain principles of

application. By para 15, member countries were

to take into consideration the implications for other

countries of domestic processing and re-export of

data. By para 16, they were to take all reasonable

and appropriate steps to ensure that TBDF of personal

including in transit, are Iluninterrupted and secure!'.

on the restriction of TBDF were accepted by para 17.

para 18, member States of the DECD were pledged to avoid

laws, policies and practises "in the name of the

of privacy and individual liberties which would
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In 1985 awork has been so influential.its

obstacles to [TBDF] of personal data that would exceed

such protection".

The OECD has not rested on its laurels in this field

Ytz!,NERABILITY OF FINANCIAL INFORMATION

Privacy protection is but one concern presented to our

on Transborder Data Flows was accepted. By it,

member countries of the OECD acknowledged the importance

free TBDF both for countries and for trading enterprises.

general principle of the free flow of information, the

openness of policies on TBDF and the desirability of

~harmonizing national approaches were also accepted. In 1988,

the OECD established a Commission for Computerised

", In.formation and Privacy. It envisages revision of the

'guidelines in 1990. The advance of the technology of

informatics has made some of the provisions of the 1980 OECD

questionable, or at least needing of

consideration. The purpose specification principle, for

may nowadays be readily circumvented by

~echnological developments which permit searching of data for

identifiers which were not specifically considered at the

when the data was originally collected. It is in this

that it is essential, in developing guidelines (still

legislation) to deal with information technology issues,

keep pace with the technological developments which

constantly enhance and change in relevant ways the capacity

of the technology.
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by the advance of informatics. Another was 

at an expert meeting held in Toronto in February 

1990 under the auspices of a number of international banks, 

c,'brought together by the Royal Bank of Canada. The experts 

';xamined the problems presented by the manipulation of 

, ,information 'systems, sometimes with fraudulent intent, 

without intent to secure personal gain but with 

indifference to the consequence of the conduct 

involved. A feature of the manipulation of TBDF has been the 

'enormous damage that can be done, especially by the 

, ":,',introduction of computer viruses. Cases include: 

* 

The case of Robert T Morris Jr who introduced a 

"worm" into information systems with 

consequences involving financial losses to those 

affected estimated to amount to $US97 million. 

Some observers had condoned the activities of a 

brilliant student who demonstrated the 

inadequacy of computer security for protecting 

the data. Others regarded the conduct as 

seriously antisocial, requiring deterrent 

punishments and civil liability laws to make 

intrusions less attractive and to spread the 

burden of the losses caused by them. Mr Morris 

was convicted under the Computer Fraud and Abuse 

Act (US); and 

In late 1989, thousands of personal computer 

diskettes were distributed, ostensibly with data 



about the AIDS virus. These diskettes contained

a very serious "Trojan Horse ll
• It disabled

information systems into which they were

inserted, allegedly for the purpose of

extracting an extortion for the retrieval of the

otherwise lost data. The alleged perpetrator of

the offence was arrested in Cleveland (USA) on a

warrant issued in London, England from where

most of the diskettes were posted world-wide

(although not to the United States and Canada).

The diskettes were allegedly distributed for a

Panama registered company. Although not

involving international financial information

directly, the case neatly illustrated the

interjurisdictional character of many

information offences today.

There are many other cases which illustrate the

inadequacies of substantive law to cope with new problems

presented - by information technology. Qne of the most notable

is a decision of the English House of Lords in The Queen v

Gold (All England Law Reports: 1988: vol 2, 186). ~

accused had secured access to data bases by using another

person's access code and password. He was prosecuted for

forgery under an English Act of 1981. It was necessary to

show that the accused had made a false "instrument". That

word was defined to mean (amongst other things) "any disc,

tape, sound track or other device on or in which information

- 12 -
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for heightened cooperation in police

training, including in specialised

for the pooling of information on

and losses in order to disclose

of fraudulent transactions by repeat

The need

incidents

patterns

offenders;

The need

and other

*

At the Toronto conference on the vulnerability of

flows of financial information, it was

that even if deficiencies of substantive law

'definitions could be overcome, there are other practical

problems in securing cooperation of law enforcement and

'~rivate sector agencies over jurisdictional borders. The

participants urged:
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fit them" (Lord Lane CJ). The judges urged that, if new
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the difficulty of applying the words of the common law or of

,statutes to new problems presented by information
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" The prosecution argued that the false instrument 

.was the buffer in the computer containing the false 

it was being checked. The English courts information while 

,disagreed. They were scathing of the "Procrustean attempt to 

these facts into the language of an Act not designed to 

them" (Lord Lane CJ). The judges urged that, if new 

legislation were to cover computers, it would need to "be 

better targeted". There are many like cases which illustrate 

the difficulty of applying the words of the common law or of 

.statutes to new problems presented 

Where those problems have 

by information 

the international technology. 

character of TBDF, . they are rendered even more difficult of 

At the Toronto conference on the vulnerability of 

·lnternational flows of financial information, it was 

:recognised that even if deficiencies of substantive law 

. definitions could be overcome, there are other practical 

problems in securing cooperation of law enforcement and 

'private sector agencies over jurisdictional borders. The 

participants urged: 

* The need for the pooling of information on 

incidents and losses in order to disclose 

patterns of fraudulent transactions by repeat 

offenders; 

The need for heightened cooperation in police 

and other training, including in specialised 



colleges in several jurisdictions; 

The need to recruit and pay at an appropriate 

level highly skilled police and other 

investigators to assist in the detection and 

prosecution of offenders having connection with 

a number of jurisdictions; 

The need to secure cooperation between common 

carriers and agencies providing 

telecommunication services and police and, if 

necessary, changes to the law, to permit (under 

appropriate conditions of confidentiality) the 

monitoring of electronic transactions to detect 

"hackers 11 and other persons engaged in 

information offences; 

The need to enhance formal and informal 

cooperation between law enforcement and like 

agencies across jurisdictional borders; and 

The need to reform the law to increase the power 

of investigating agencies to cope with new 

problems presented by interjurisdictional 

offences. 

study of these issues requires consideration of the 

national laws that have been passed in an attempt to cope 

.'. with manipulation of TBDF of financial data with connection 

with a number of jurisdictions, including one's own. These 

include: 
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The need for the passage of "long-arm statutes"

with purported extra territorial operation of

one State's law in another legal jurisdiction;

The negotiation of extradition treaties

providing for the return of accused persons for

trial on a wider range of offences and on new

principles of mutuality and reciprocity;

The enlargement of formal and informal exchanges

between law enforcement and like agencies;

The negotiation of bilateral treaties to deal

with particular offences; and

The reduction of disparities of new laws by the

development of international guidelines designed

to promote the harmonization of the expression

of new data offences.

The Toronto meeting laid emphasis upon the need for new

;,',,initiatives, along the lines of the DECO Privacy Guidelines,

'1:0 promote the harmonization of principles upon which future

domestic laws for the protection of vulnerable TBDF of

financial data could be modelled. A number of the

participants thought that the DECO would be the most suitable

;venue for intercontinental work of this character, relevant

to the major players in the international data flows of

vulnerable financial information. It may be hoped that the

will respond to repeated suggestions of this kind. A

of hope that it may do so is the expression of personal

by a senior and highly experienced officer of the
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,(Dr H P Gassmann) that "the OECD could .,. be more used 

"-.rule-making·" . (Gassman: NY: 1990, 6). Whilst 

that this was a personal view, Dr Gassman 

reflects opinions which were expressed at the 

in Toronto and elsewhere. Unless an initiative is 

somewhere, the result is that nothing gets done. This 

by TBDF. Amongst the most urgent is the need for a 

international regime to protect intellectual property in 

context of informatics. Traditionally, intellectual 

law was developed to provide protection to the 

rather than to the content of valuable information. 

was not possible to patent or copyright an abstract idea. 

attached to "inventions" • Copyright attached to an 

"work" . The law of confidence and the law of 

attached their consequences, typically, to the act 

unwarranted communication or publication rather than to 

information itself. 

The problem posed by information technology is that 

':'c;tata (and therefore information) have now become liberated 

from physical objects. Thus it has become possible, 

technologically, to read the text of a book without 

purchasing the book or even copying the text. Information 



has, in this way, made information, as such, a 

valuable commodity. The question now posed is whether the 

methods of protecting intellectual property are still apt 

for achieving the appropriate social balance between 

inventors and users of information based systems in the age 

,.6f TBDF. An added difficulty is provided by the fact that 

information produced in one country may be reproduced in 

ephemeral form in another. Unless arrangements can be made 

to recompense the original author in some way, the 

.intellectual property in the idea will go unrewarded; 

The recognition of this problem has led to the 

·establishment of committees in UNESCO and in the World 

. Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO). The OECD has also 

certain initiatives to examine issues of intellectual 

law in the context of TBDF. Some local laws have 

enacted, including in my own country (Stern. 1986. 

;333; Brazil. 1987. 12). However, these have largely been 

measures. They leave unanswered, particularly on 

the international stage, the more fundamental question of 

whether a more radical and novel approach is required for the 

protection of intellectual property interests because of the 

capacity of informatics and TBDF to divorce the medium and 

the message. 

This is the fundamental question which an OECD paper 

has raised about the impact of TBDF on intellectual property 

law. (OECD, The Information Economy. 1987. 16). That paper 

said that the present legal approach may be "throwing up 

.i 
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""performance. It was by such speed that the surgeon's skill 

measured. It took more than a decade after the 

,",introduction of anaesthesia as a regular feature of operative 

,>ipractice, for a change in such a time-honoured approach to 

'~the professional task. 

If the DECD, or some other international agency might 

"be expected to fill the "regulatory vacuum" on matters such 

'cas the impact of instantaneous TBDF on contract law, on the 

,law of international insurance, on intellectual property law 

'and on international vulnerability and data crimes, there are 

other issues which appear to lack any conceivable 

institutional venue. These include the relevance of TBDF to 

interactive freedom of information laws, to the proof of 

matters in courts of law and tribunals by computer generated 

evidence and even to the principles of conflicts of laws. 

Those principles are accurately presented by the 

phenomenon of TBDF. An electronic message may be generated 

in country A. It may be switched in countries Band C. It 
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transit countries E, F, G and H. It may then be

in countries I and J, stored in country K and

entities residing in and operating in other

cotirttries. Whose law applies to such TBDFs? Which law

to data processing carried out by a computer on an

,orbiting satellite?

The OECD Guidelines on privacy urged that member

,countries of the OECD "should work towards the development of

princ iples , domestic and international, to' govern, the

applicable law in the case of transborder flows of personal
',,,1

data". Following that well meaning but somewhat ineffectual
','".,

p~ea, nothing much has been done to clarify the applicable
'~'"

private international law principles as they concern TBDF.

There is the Hague Conference on Private International Law.

But it tends to specialise in conflict of law problems
';,',

~pplicable to international sales of goods. The more

:conceptual issue of developing an effective international
'~lf

legal regime to determine the law, civil and criminal,
"":'I;''''',
'applicable to such movements of data, remains for the future.

THE INSTITUTIONAL ISSUE

The advent of informatics and TBDF has produced an

,extraordinary revolution with enormous implications for the

,\e"conomies of every country. But also for world peace,

,. interdependence and security. In 1985, before perestroika

and alasnost arrived in the Soviet Union, the United States

Secretary of State, Mr George Schultz, in a speech to the

National Academy of Sciences, said:
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and,

Union

Foreword) .

constant contact with sources of ideas and encouragement

so many ways and the world has seen it happen without

;, ..

'".c

',C;'·._,

~/.'"

1990 :

But a visitor from Mars would not believe the shocking

of the institutional and legal issues presented by

Here comes an amazing technology of enormous potential

"The free flow of information is inherently
compatible with our political system and
values. The Communist States, in contrast, fear
this information explosion perhaps more than
they fear Western military strength. If
knowledge is power, then the communications
revolution threatens to undermine their most
important monopoly ••• their effort to stifle
their peoples' information, thought and
independence of judgment. Totalitarian
societies face a dilemma: either they try to
stifle these technologies and thereby fall
further behind in the new industrial revolution
or else they permit these technologies and see
their totalitarian control inevitably eroded."
(G Schultz: 1985, in Gassman: Ohio: 1.)

also a great force for peace and security.

done some valuable work.

Soviet

impossible and telephone books unavailable. It explains why

~the leaders of liberal thought in Eastern Europe and China

facsimile

global network of informatics is a great force for liberty.
~~

developing, in the twenty-five years of the advance, any

.effective global institutional responses. True, the OECD has

:;:,:;;;:ii:'
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leaders of liberal thought in Eastern Europe and China 

constant contact with sources of ideas and encouragement 

outside their beleaguered lands through telecommunications, 
'.r .• ·._, 

facsimile and, increasingly, interactive computers. The 

network of informatics is a great force for liberty. 

rendering every corner of the world interdependent, it is 

a great force for peace and security. (See Armstrong: 

Foreword) . 

But a visitor from Mars would not believe the shocking 

neglect of the institutional and legal issues presented by 
.' , : , ... 
TBDF. Here comes an amazing technology of enormous potential 

in so many ways and the world has seen it happen without 

developing, in the twenty-five years of the advance, any 

.effective global institutional responses. True, the OECD has 

done some valuable work. There have been useful national 



enquiries on particular, subjects. Private institutions and

have done useful research. But a coherent

doctrine of TBDF law and policy has simply not developed. It

is' amazing to me that such a valuable economic commodity has

not produced its own servicing institutions 1 if only to

reduce the inefficiencies which will result from the failure

tq:,' develop internationally accepted principles. The

consequence will be either the chaos of a multitude of voices

speaking to a truly intercontinental phenomenon; or a

failure to act with the consequent erosion of important and

hitherto protected rights; or the over-reach of the law of

the information powerful countries to govern the rights and

duties of those in the information poor.

We are living through a time which, in many ways, has

hopeful portents for individual liberty and economic

progress. But it is not much use boasting about the final

ascendency of the rule of law if, in the face of an expanding

'international technology of the greatest importance, our law

is out of date, irrelevant, inapplicable or, worse still,

. silent. In that realm of inadequate law or of lawlessness"

the law of the jungle is substituted for rational rules of

international application. An international technology

should be better served by international institutions and

international rules of the road. What is needed is quite

simple. In the face of the phenomenon of TBDF we need well

'funded private sector research and investigation to stimulate

development of basic rules which may be accepted'by
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